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Abstract

Objective: Ictal central apnea (ICA) is a frequent correlate of focal seizures,

particularly in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), and regarded as a potential elec-

troclinical biomarker of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP). Aims

of this study are to investigate morphometric changes of subcortical structures

in ICA patients and to find neuroimaging biomarkers of ICA in patients with

focal epilepsy. Methods: We prospectively recruited focal epilepsy patients with

recorded seizures during a video-EEG long-term monitoring with cardiorespira-

tory polygraphic recordings from April 2020 to September 2022. Participants

were accordingly subdivided into two groups: patients with focal seizures with

ICA (ICA) and without (noICA). A pool of 30 controls matched by age and

sex was collected. All the participants underwent MRI scans with volumetric

high-resolution T1-weighted images. Post-processing analyses included a whole-

brain VBM analysis and segmentation algorithms performed with FreeSurfer.

Results: Forty-six patients were recruited (aged 15–60 years): 16 ICA and 30

noICA. The whole-brain VBM analysis showed an increased gray matter volume

of the amygdala ipsilateral to the epileptogenic zone (EZ) in the ICA group

compared to the noICA patients. Amygdala sub-segmentation analysis revealed

an increased volume of the whole amygdala, ipsilateral to the EZ compared to

controls [F(1, 76) = 5.383, pFDR = 0.042] and to noICA patients ([F(1, 76)

= 5.383, pFDR = 0.038], specifically of the basolateral complex (respectively F

(1, 76) = 6.160, pFDR = 0.037; F(1, 76) = 5.121, pFDR = 0.034). Interpreta-

tion: Our findings, while confirming the key role of the amygdala in participat-

ing in ictal respiratory modifications, suggest that structural modifications of

the amygdala and its subnuclei may be valuable morphological biomarkers

of ICA.

Introduction

Ictal central apnea (ICA) is a frequent clinical correlate of

focal seizures, being observed in 40–43% of patients with

focal epilepsy admitted to Epilepsy Monitoring Units

(EMUs).1,2 ICA is regarded as a potential electroclinical bio-

marker of sudden unexpected death in epilepsy (SUDEP), as

ictal respiratory disruption has been demonstrated to be a

relevant mechanism leading to a fatal outcome.2,3

Recent evidence supports ICA as a distinctive ictal

semiological feature of TLE, in particular as a hint of the

limbic network involvement.1,2,4,5 Data suggesting a func-

tional connection between the amygdala and the neural

respiratory networks in the brainstem derive from experi-

mental studies conducted on animals.6–9 In humans, evi-

dence of the relevance of the limbic network in the

respiratory network can be found in electroclinical and

invasive neurophysiological studies carried out for
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surgical purposes.8,10 More recently, researchers’ attention

has focused on the role of the amygdala in generating the

seizure-related central apneic response.11–14 As demon-

strated by studies that utilized stereo-EEG combined with

video-EEG and cardiorespiratory polygraphy, both the

primary and secondary involvement of the amygdala,

especially of the basolateral complex, throughout the epi-

leptic discharge, were strongly associated with ICA.12–14

Although ictal respiratory modifications are considered

to be associated with a higher risk of SUDEP, data

regarding morphometric modifications of subcortical

structures in relation to ICA occurrence are scarce.

Herein, we aim to investigate subtle morphometric

changes of subcortical structures in ICA patients, specifi-

cally of the amygdala, thalamic, and brainstem subnuclei,

and to find valuable neuroimaging biomarkers of ICA in

patients with focal epilepsy.

Materials and Methods

Study population

Patients were prospectively recruited among patients with

epilepsy admitted to the EMU at the Ospedale Civile of

Baggiovara, Modena Academic Hospital (Modena, Italy)

from April 2020 to September 2022.

Each patient underwent a video-EEG long-term moni-

toring (VLTM) with a 10–20 EEG system (Nihon Kohden

Neurofax EEG-1200, Mod JE-120) integrated with a stan-

dard precordial single-channel electrocardiogram (EKG),

pulse-oximetry for SpO2 measurement, and a thoracoab-

dominal belt for respiratory inductance plethysmography.

Patients were included according to the following criteria:

(i) age over 14 at the time of hospitalization; (ii) having a

diagnosis of focal epilepsy; (iii) having at least one focal

seizure recorded during VLTM with cardiorespiratory

polygraphy (EKG, pulse-oximetry and thoracoabdominal

respiratory inductance plethysmography); (iv) having per-

formed a high-resolution 3D T1-weighted brain MRI

scan; (v) normal appearance of amygdala structures at

visual MRI inspection by expert neuroradiologists.

Patients were excluded if (i) they had a large brain lesion

involving the subcortical structures and/or underwent

neurosurgical procedures; (ii) poor quality of MRI scans.

According to published criteria,1,2,4,5,15 apnea was con-

sidered as a respiratory arrest of 5 or more seconds visible

on the pneumographic channel, preceded and followed by

stable breathing for at least 5 sec, and confirmed by visual

inspection of the recorded video.

For each patient, the following electroclinical data were

collected: age at the time of admission, sex, age at 3D-T1-

weighted brain MRI, age of epilepsy onset, disease dura-

tion, lobe and hemisphere of the epileptogenic zone (EZ),

family history of epilepsy, febrile seizures in past medical

history, number of antiseizure medications (ASMs) at the

time of brain MRI, ASMs response according to ILAE

definition of drug-resistance.16 As regards the ICA

patients, further electroclinical information was collected:

apnea duration, hypoxemia duration, and nadir.

Patients were then classified into TLE and extra-TLE

(frontal, insular, occipital and parietal lobe epilepsy)

according to an anatomo-electroclinical criterion based

on each patient’s recorded seizures.

Patients meeting the inclusion criteria were subdivided

into two groups: ICA and noICA patients in relation to

ICA occurrence during the VLTM. A further analysis was

performed considering only the patients with TLE subdi-

vided in ICA-TLE and noICA-TLE. A pool of 30 controls

matched by age and sex was collected.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
acquisition

All the included patients and controls underwent a 3T

brain MRI for clinical purposes, adopting an epilepsy-

dedicated standardized protocol which included a 3DT1-

weighted volumetric image (3D-T1W).17,18 MRIs were

performed on a 3T scanner (3.0 Tesla GE Healthcare, Chi-

cago, USA). Each patient was interviewed before the MRI

scan to check for seizures occurring in the 48 h before the

exam and no patient reported seizures in this time

window. Patients with an increased signal on T2 or

FLAIR-weighted images of the amygdala were excluded

from the subsequent analysis. Controls underwent a struc-

tural MRI scan on the same scanner and with the identical

protocol of patients. Quality check (QC) on images was

twofold: (i) a qualitative QC considering the main com-

mon artifacts, including motion, ringing, and susceptibil-

ity. This visual-performed quality check ended with the

judgment of “pass” for images with good quality or “fail”

otherwise, following previous published workflow19; (ii) a

quality assurance process (outlier detection based on inter-

quartile of 1.5 SDs along with visual inspection of segmen-

tations), was performed adopting a standardized ENIGMA

(http://enigma.usc.edu), protocols as implemented in pre-

vious large-scale case–control studies of epilepsy.20–22

MRI post-processing

Voxel-based morphometry

For the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis, 3D-

T1W images were utilized. Preprocessing and statistical

analysis were performed using the computational anat-

omy toolbox (CAT12) and SPM12 (Statistical Parametric

Mapping; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) on Matlab
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2020b (MathWorks, USA). First, the original NIfTI files

were flipped to account for the side of the epileptic focus

using SPM12. The X-axis was turned negative for all the

right-sided patients in order to have the epileptic hemi-

sphere on the left side for all the patients enrolled. Next,

the scans were normalized according to the Montreal

Neurological Institute (MNI) template using the high-

dimensional DARTEL algorithm and modulated by multi-

plying the Jacobian determinant for each voxel in SPM12.

Images were segmented into GM, WM, and cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) in CAT12, and finally, the resulted GM

images were smoothed using 8-mm full-width-half-

maximum Gaussian smoothing in SPM12. To search for

subcortical volume differences across groups, two-sample

t-tests (P < 0.001, minimum threshold cluster of 30 vox-

els) were performed in SPM12 between ICA versus

noICA, ICA versus controls, and noICA versus controls.

The same statistical analyses were carried out for the TLE

subgroups (i.e., ICA-TLE, noICA-TLE, and controls).

Surface-based morphometry

The 3D-T1W images were analyzed using a standardized

image toolbox (FreeSurfer, v7.1, https://surfer.nmr.mgh.

harvard.edu). Furthermore, the amygdala, hippocampus,

thalamus, and brainstem were parcellated using FreeSurfer

dev version (ftp://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/pub/dist/

freesurfer/dev) according to their respective pipelines.23–26

Specifically, for the amygdala, the extracted nuclei were

the anterior amygdaloid area (AAA), cortico-amygdaloid

transition area (CAT), and the basal (Ba), lateral (La),

accessory basal (AB), central (Ce), cortical (Co), medial

(Me), and paralaminar (PL) nuclei (Figure S1A). These

nuclei were also clustered in three major complexes

adopting the pipeline already published by our group27:

(i) the basolateral amygdala (BLA), who included the

basal, lateral, accessory-basal, and paralaminar nuclei; (ii)

the central-medial complex (CMC), composed by the

central and the medial nuclei; (iii) the cortical complex

(CO), who included just the cortical nucleus. The AAA

and the CAT were considered “other nuclei.”

For the hippocampus, the following subfields were

obtained: CA1, CA3, CA4, subiculum, presubiculum, para-

subiculum, the molecular and granule cell layers of the den-

tate gyrus (GCMLDG), the molecular layer, hippocampal

tail, and the hippocampal amygdala transition area

(HATA) (Figure S1B). For the purpose of the present work,

we considered the volumes of the hippocampal body, head,

and tail, as well as the whole hippocampal volume.

For the thalamic segmentation, the volume of 25 indi-

vidual thalamic nuclei was calculated for each side. The

nuclei were clustered into six groups according to Iglesias

et al.25 as follows: (i) the anteroventral nuclei in the

anterior group; (ii) the laterodorsal and lateral posterior

nuclei in the lateral group; (iii) the ventral anterior, ven-

tral anterior magnocellular, ventral lateral anterior, ventral

lateral posterior, ventromedial, and ventral posterolateral

nuclei in the ventral group; (iv) the central medial, cen-

tral lateral, paracentral, centromedian, and parafascicular

nuclei in the intralaminar group; (v) the paratenial,

medial ventral, mediodorsal medial magnocellular, and

mediodorsal lateral parvocellular nuclei in the medial

group; (vi) and the lateral geniculate, medial geniculate,

suprageniculate, pulvinar anterior, pulvinar inferior, pul-

vinar lateral, and pulvinar medial nuclei in the posterior

group (Figure S1C).

Finally, the brainstem was segmented into four regions:

medulla, pons, midbrain, and superior cerebellar peduncle

(Figure S1D).

Surface-based statistical analyses

After testing for the normality distribution of the data

with Shapiro–Wilks test, one-way ANOVAs and chi-

squared tests were used to assess differences in demo-

graphic and clinical variables among groups and between

the patients’ groups, and the control group. All subcorti-

cal volumes, their sub-parcellations, and the clustered

complexes and groups were converted in z-scored based

on the mean and the standard deviation (SD) of the con-

trol population. To account for the side of the EZ, all the

subcortical measurements of right-sided patients were

flipped to have all the morphometric data of the EZ on

the left side. Thus, all morphometric values and results

were reported as ipsilateral and contralateral with respect

to the EZ. Moreover, to assess for biological brain asym-

metry, a pair sample t-test was performed for each sub-

cortical volume in the control group.

First, the group differences have been tested for all the

morphometric subcortical values using two multivariate

analyses of covariance (MANCOVAs): the first, tested the

volume differences across all ICA, noICA, and control

groups; the second explored the differences only in the

TLE subpopulation (i.e., ICA-TLE, noICA-TLE, controls).

For each MANCOVA age, gender, and estimated total

intracranial volume (eTIV) were included as covariates.19

Finally, partial correlation analyses were performed

between the regions of interest (ROIs) resulting signifi-

cantly in the MANCOVAs and the clinical variables only in

the ICA groups (i.e., all ICA and ICA-TLE). The following

ICA-related variables were considered: apnea duration (in

sec), desaturation’s duration and nadir of desaturation

(when present), whether there were group differences in

drug-respondent and drug-resistant patients.

The analyses were performed using SPSS software 28

(IBM, Chicago, IL, USA), and statistical significance for
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all tests was set at P < 0.05. Each analysis has been

adjusted for multiple comparisons; P-values were consid-

ered significant when surviving a 5% false discovery rate

(FDR) correction.28

Results

In the study period, 46 patients met the inclusion criteria:

16 ICA and 30 noICA (Table 1). Among the ICA group,

12 patients were affected by TLE, 3 by frontal lobe epi-

lepsy (FLE), and 1 by insular epilepsy (ILE). Fifteen par-

ticipants out of the 30 noICA patients had a diagnosis of

TLE, while the other 15 of FLE. Statistical analyses did

not highlight differences between patient groups and con-

trols in age, sex, distribution, eTIV, age of onset, epilepsy

duration, ASMs, and drug responsiveness (Table 1).

Electroclinical data

The detailed electroclinical data of the ICA patients are

reported in Table 2. The etiology was either structural (11

out of 16 patients) with a predominance of focal cortical

dysplasia (FCDs), or unknown (5 out of 16). Among the

ICA patients, we recorded 87 seizures, 42 of which

(48.3%) with seizure-related central apnea.

Ten patients had hypoxemia because of ictal apnea,

with an oxygen nadir ranging from 89% to 71%. No

patient was aware of apnea occurrence. Figure 1 displays

the ictal EEG of one representative ICA patient. Clinical

details of noICA cohort are summarized in Table S1. In

the noICA group, 131 seizures were recorded. Eighteen

patients had structural etiology (mainly FCD) while in

eight, it was not possible to find the underlying cause of

epilepsy; two patients had an autoimmune cause and two

a genetic etiology. The majority of patients (11 out of 16

in the ICA group and 20 out of 30 among the noICA)

had drug-resistant epilepsy.16 At the end of the presurgi-

cal evaluation, four ICA patients underwent surgery, but

only for one patient (pt#9) the pathology of the amygdala

was available and reported as gliosis.

Voxel-based morphometry results

The VBM whole-brain analysis showed an increased gray

matter volume of the amygdala ipsilateral to the EZ in

the ICA group with respect to noICA patients (MNI

coordinates: X: �19.50, Y: �9, Z: �13.50, T

maximum = 3.24; number of contiguous voxels: K: 181,

P < 0.190), while no statically significant differences were

observed in both ICA versus controls and noICA versus

controls comparison. The sub-analysis in the TLE group

demonstrated a greater gray matter volume of the ipsilat-

eral amygdala in the ICA-TLE patients compared with

both noICA-TLE group (MNI coordinates: X: �21, Y:

�3, Z: �18; T maximum = 4.21; number of contiguous

voxels: K: 901, P < 0.006) and controls (MNI coordinates:

X: �19.5, Y: 3, Z: �27; T maximum = 4.01; number of

contiguous voxels: K: 138 P < 0.234), while no differences

were detected between noICA-TLE and controls (Fig. 2).

Surface-based morphometry results

The statistical analyses of subcortical volumes revealed sig-

nificant volumetric differences only for the amygdala ipsi-

lateral to the EZ, and its nuclei and complexes. The whole

amygdala ipsilateral to the EZ was found to have a greater

Table 1. Clinical and demographic measures of patients (ICA and noICA) and controls. Data are presented in mean (�SDs). ASM, antiseizure

medication; eTIV, estimated intracranial volume; TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy. # indicate the descriptive analyses and statistics regarding the entire

population; * indicate the descriptive analysis and statistics regarding the TLE subgroup; F: ANOVA; X: chi-squared.

ICA (N = 16) noICA (N = 30) Controls (N = 30) Stat. P

TLE (y/n) 12/4 15/15

Age 35.06 (�12.234)# 37.20 (�14.944)# 32.20 (�12.234) 1.041F# 0.358#

36.17 (�13.037)* 39.47 (�12.755)* 1.737F* 0.186*

Gender (F/M) 7/9# 13/17# 15/15 0.312X# 0.856#

5/7* 7/8* 0.243X* 0.886*

eTIV 1.55E+06 (�1.38E+05)# 1.58E+06 (�1.80E+05)# 1.56E+06 (�1.41E+0

5)

0.186F# 0.831#

1.54E+06 (�1.58E+05)* 1.54E+06 (�1.54E+05)* 0.149F* 0.862*

Age of onset 21.87 (�14.678)# 22.53 (�13.198)# – 0.024F# 0.878#

24 (�13.678)* 27.07 (�13.477)* 0.341F* 0.565*

Epilepsy duration 13.36 (�15.028)# 14.72 (�14.660)# – 0.089F# 0.767#

12.37 (�15.796)* 12.47 (�13.376)* 0.000F* 0.987*

ASM 2.50 (�1.506)# 2.30 (�1.317)# – 0.218F# 0.643#

2.42 (�1.240)* 1.60 (�0.986)* 3.643F* 0.068*

Drug-respondent (y/n) 15/11# 10/20# – 0.021X# 0.886#

4/8* 8/7* 1.080X* 0.299*
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volume in ICA versus controls and ICA versus noICA, spe-

cifically the BLA (Table 3, Figs. 3 and 4A). The sub-analysis

of single amygdalar nuclei showed an increase in the vol-

ume of the lateral nucleus in the comparison ICA versus

controls (Table 3 and Fig. 3). The other amygdala nuclei

did not show any differences in volume in ICA versus other

populations (Table S2) and similarly, no significant differ-

ences were noted in the comparison between noICA and

Table 2. Electroclinical data in the ICA population. Age is expressed in years. M, male; F, female; L, left; R, right; B=bilateral; TLE, temporal lobe

epilepsy; FLE, frontal lobe epilepsy; ILE, insular lobe epilepsy; P, parietal; FCD, focal cortical dysplasia; HS, hippocampal sclerosis; LEAT, long-term

epilepsy associated tumors; MCD, malformation of cortical development; DR, drug resistance; ASM, antiseizure medications; W, wakefulness.

Apnea duration is expressed in seconds, if more than one apnea is recorded, the average length is displayed (�SD). Oxygen desaturation is

expressed in %. (*): histological report described an amygdala gliosis beyond the FCD in the temporal pole; (**): the detail histology reports a

glioneural lesion IDH1R132 wild type. #: follow-up have been reported at 12 months from surgery according to Engel 1993.39

PtID/

age/sex

Side/

epilepsy

syndrome

Suspected

etiology

Epilepsy

duration

(years)

No.

ASM/

DR

Seizure

frequency

Seizure

occurrence

Surgery/

histology

Follow-

up#

No. seizures

with ICA/no.

of recorded

seizures

Apnea

duration

(mean � SD)

Oxygen

desaturation

(Nadir %)

1/32/ F L/TLE Unknown 7 1/no >1/month W/NREM No N/A 3/3 71.7 (�10.7) Yes (74%)

2/32/M R/TLE FCD 9 1/no <1/month W/NREM Yes/FCD

Ia

Ia 5/9 25.5 (�23.4) No

3/25/F L/TLE Unknown 10 3/yes <1/month W No N/A 1/1 16 Yes (89%)

4/51/M R/TLE B-P

calcifications

43 3/yes <1/month NREM No N/A 1/1 13 Yes (87%)

5/20/ M L/TLE Encephalocele 1 3/yes >1/month W Yes/

gliosis

Ib 2/2 31 (�12.73) Yes (76%)

6/55/F L/TLE HS 13 4/yes >1/week W No N/A 3/4 46.7 (�47.2) Yes (85%)

7/38/M L/TLE FCD 0.5 2/yes >1/week W Yes/

FCDIb*

Ia 1/1 11 No

8/41/F R/TLE FCD 10 3/yes >1/week NREM No N/A 1/1 30 No

9/50/M L/TLE Unknown 2 2/no >1/week W/NREM No N/A 10/14 37.7 (�44.3) Yes (87%)

10/21/M R/TLE Tumor

(parieto-

temporal

LEAT)

4 3/yes >1/month W Yes/

LEAT**

Ia 1/1 20 Yes (83%)

11/49/M L/TLE MCD 47 4/yes >1/week W No N/A 1/2 57 Yes (72%)

12/20/F L/TLE FCD 2 0/no <1/month W No N/A 1/1 23 No

13/42/M R/TLE Unknown 0.25 1/yes >1/month NREM No N/A 5/14 20.4 (�20.4) Yes (80%)

14/43/M L/TLE FCD 34 6/yes >1/week NREM No N/A 2/28 6.5 (�2.8) No

15/22/F L/TLE FCD 19 3/yes >1/week NREM No N/A 4/4 31.5 (�2.6) Yes (71%)

16/20/F R/TLE Unknown 12 1/yes >1/month W No N/A 1/1 12 No

Figure 1. A 2-min view of a left temporal seizure occurring during N2 sleep in a representative ICA patient (pt#9). ICA onset is indicated by the

red arrow and precedes the appearance of the electrographic discharge over the left fronto-temporal regions. No hypoxemia was recorded during

this seizure. Red channel: EKG; light blue channel: pulse-oxymetry; blue channel: thoracoabdominal respirogram.
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Figure 2. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) results. Panel (A) VBM analysis looking for gray matter volume increase in ICA compared to noICA

patients. Panel (B) VBM analysis exploring gray matter volume increases in ICA-TLE compared to noICA-TLE patients (upper images) and ICA-TLE

compared to HC (lower images). For each Panel, left images show significant amygdala enlargement on the left side, ipsilateral to the EZ (details

are explained in the methods section). Results are displayed on the coronal Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template image (MNI152-T1-

2 mm). Color bar reflects T scores. Right images of each panel display the overlap of the VBM results and the amygdala subnuclei segmentation

as provided by Saygin et al.22 R = right; L = left.

Table 3. Significant structural morphometric comparisons of ipsilateral amygdala complexes and subnuclei among patient groups and controls.

Data are presented in mean(�SDs). TLE, temporal lobe epilepsy; BLA, basolateral complex; #: indicate the descriptive analyses and statistics

regarding the entire population; *: indicate the descriptive analysis and statistics regarding the TLE subgroup only; °: P-values from pairwise com-

parison analysis were adjusted using FDR (false discovery rate) correction.

Structure ICA noICA Controls F P Pairwise comparisons°

Whole

amygdala

1987.231

(�214.919)#

1863.597

(�292.128)#

1800.712

(�183.124)#

5.383# 0.007# ICA > HC: P = 0.043#; ICA > noICA: P = 0.038

2016.651

(�231.994)*

1846.685

(�338.526)*

1800.712

(�183.124)*

5.658* 0.006* #ICA-TLE > HC: P = 0.022*

BLA 1611.857

(�178.427)#

1511.947

(�232.534)#

1452.557

(�152.766)#

5.121# 0.008# ICA > HC: P = 0.026#; ICA > noICA: P = 0.034#

1640.033

(�192.793)*

1497.260

(�267.605)*

1452.557

(�152.766)*

6.742* 0.003* ICA-TLE > HC: P = 0.005*; ICA-TLE > noICA-TLE:

P = 0.035*

Lateral 743.436

(�91.861)#

695.239

(�98.912)#

668.163

(�76.014)#

6.160# 0.003# ICA > HC: P = 0.037#

760.645

(�99.570)*

688.131

(�109.486)*

668.163

(�76.014)*

8.045* 0.001* ICA-TLE > HC: P = 0.006*

Basal 516.310

(�60.513)*

470.823

(�92.370)*

457.621

(�49.988)*

5.446* 0.007* ICA-TLE > HC: P = 0.017*
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Figure 3. Amygdalar subnuclei comparisons between ICA and noICA groups and controls. Box-and-whisker plots of volumes of amygdalar

structures ipsilateral and contralateral to the EZ in ICA (A) and noICA patients (B) standardized relatively to controls. The boxes’ central horizontal

line marks the median, and the upper and lower edges (the hinges) mark the 25th and 75th percentiles (the central 50% of the values fall within

the box). The “x” in the middle of each box marks the mean volume for each nucleus. The open circles represent each patient. The black line on

the 0 value designates the mean volume of controls. Finally, the “*” on the boxes indicates the significant results (pFDR < 0.05) from the

comparison between patient groups and controls. La, lateral nucleus; Ba, basal nucleus; AB, accessory basal nucleus; PL, paralaminar nucleus; Ce,

central nucleus; Me, medial nucleus; Co, cortical nucleus; AAA, anterior amygdaloid area; CAT, corticoamygdaloid transition area; BLA,

basolateral amygdala; CMC, central-medial complex; CO, cortical complex; Amy, whole amygdala volume.
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controls for any amygdala nucleus (Table S2, Fig. 3). When

focusing on TLE patients, the ipsilateral whole amygdala

volume was greater for the ICA-TLE group compared to

controls, with the BLA appearing to be greater in volume

(Table 3 and Fig. 4B). Moreover, the ICA-TLE patients

compared to the noICA group, showed a larger ipsilateral

Figure 4. Amygdalar subnuclei comparisons between ICA, noICA, and controls in the whole population and in TLE subgroups. The comparisons

between ICA and the other groups (i.e., controls and noICA) are represented using FDR adjusted P-value. Only the amygdala ipsilateral to the EZ

is presented. Panel (A) shows the comparison between ICA patients versus controls (left image) and noICA (right image). Panel (B) shows the

comparison among the subgroups of ICA-TLE compared to controls (left image), and noICA-TLE (right image). La, lateral nucleus; Ba, basal

nucleus; AB, accessory basal nucleus; PL, paralaminar nucleus; Ce, central nucleus; Me, medial nucleus; Co, cortical nucleus; AAA, anterior

amygdaloid area; CAT, corticoamygdaloid transition area. See text for details.
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BLA complex (Table 3 and Fig. 4B). Notably, no differences

were found when comparing noICA-TLE patients versus

healthy controls. No other statistically relevant modifica-

tions were observed for the other subcortical structures

including hippocampal, thalamic, and brainstem subfields

(Tables S3–S6).
Statistical correlation between ICA-related variables and

amygdala volumes did not show any significant association.

Discussion

This study provides evidence that subtle structural volume

changes can be found in patients presenting with focal

seizures and ICA by means of advanced neuroimaging

techniques. ICA is a quite frequent ictal phenomenon,

especially, but not exclusively,5 among patients with focal

epilepsy. Indeed, the incidence of ictal autonomic mani-

festations and ictal respiratory changes is considered to be

higher in temporal lobe seizures.1,5,29 This study offers a

specific insight on the physiopathological mechanisms of

ictal central apnea, which is also regarded as a possible

risk factor for SUDEP.2,30

ICA and the basolateral complex

Previous invasive neurophysiological studies12–14 reported

that the direct electrical stimulation of the amygdala was

sufficient to induce a transient respiratory arrest, both in

relation to ictal activity and as a physiological response.

Within the amygdala, the implicated nuclei seem to be

the basal, lateral, and central. Specifically, one study12

identified the lateral and basal nuclei to be the most

implicated in generating the apneic response, while other

authors31 pointed out that only the direct stimulation of

the central nucleus could lead to central apnea. Later,

Lacuey et al.13 found that low- and high-frequency stimu-

lation of basal and central nuclei induced apnea, while

only high-frequency stimulation of the lateral nucleus was

needed to obtain the apneic phenomenon.

According to this evidence, our advanced neuroimaging

findings showed that the whole amygdala ipsilateral to the

EZ is increased in volume in patients with ICA, with the

BLA being the most involved when considering the amyg-

dala subnuclei. This volumetric increase confirms and

expand previous suggestions regarding the involvement of

the amygdala and specifically of the BLA in the epileptic

network of patients with ictal central apnea.

In the ICA group, the BLA was significantly greater in

volume in comparison to both noICA patients and

healthy controls. This observation could lead to the

hypothesis that the BLA enlargement on advanced neuro-

imaging might be a biomarker for ICA occurrence in

patients with focal epilepsy. This finding was supported

by even stronger statistical significance when considering

only the TLE patients. Thus, the ictal central apneic phe-

nomenon may be reasonably a distinctive hallmark of

temporal lobe epilepsy rather than extra-temporal sei-

zures, as already reported.1,5,29 Nevertheless, we already

showed that even an ictal discharge that originates from

extra-temporal cortical areas may secondarily involve the

temporal regions causing the ictal respiratory arrest.5

Of note, considering the presence of hippocampal sclero-

sis, only one ICA-TLE patient presented with this radiolog-

ical finding, while this was evident in five noICA-TLE

patients. As already reported in the literature, it was dem-

onstrated that HS was significantly associated with volu-

metric reduction of the ipsilateral amygdala and, in

particular, of the BLA.27 It could be argued that amygdalar

atrophy could partially explain the volumetric differences

between these two groups. However, the comparison

against the healthy control group corroborates our main

hypothesis that the volumetric changes may be more likely

related to the apnea occurrence. We could also speculate

that HS could be somehow protective against ictal respira-

tory arrest, but further evidence is warranted.

As for the anatomo-physiological aspects, the BLA is

constituted of the lateral nucleus, the basal nucleus, the

accessory basal nucleus, and the paralaminar nucleus and

comprises the majority of the total amygdala volume in

humans.32 This complex of the amygdala receives strong

sensory input from multiple cortical and thalamic sources

which terminate primarily in the lateral nucleus, and has

reciprocal interactions with the hippocampal formation,

including the entorhinal cortex, perirhinal cortex, and

parahippocampal cortex.33,34 The BLA is composed of

neurons that resemble the pyramidal neurons of the cor-

tex, leading to the hypothesis that for some TLE cases the

primary epileptogenic focus in mesial TLE might be

the amygdala itself and, specifically, the BLA.13,34 While

the lateral nucleus does not directly project to the brain-

stem, it might influence the apneic response through

intrinsic connections to amygdala nuclei or through hip-

pocampal and thalamic projections.

The amygdala increased volume and
SUDEP risk

Previous studies investigated the cortical and subcortical

morphometric modifications in SUDEP patients and in

patients with epilepsy considered to be at higher risk for

SUDEP.35–37 Different morphometric alterations were

found in terms of cortical thickness and volume of brain

structures, in the direction of tissue gain as well as atrophy.

Specifically, in a previous study, the right amygdala

appeared to have an increased volume in cases of SUDEP

and those at high risk compared with low-risk and healthy
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controls.35 Other authors observed a volumetric increase of

the amygdala bilaterally in SUDEP patients versus healthy

controls and of the right amygdala in high-risk patients

compared to controls.36 It is well known that peri-ictal

respiratory impairment represents a risk factor for SUDEP.

Our data provide an “imaging” link between ICA and

SUDEP and confirm the key role of the amygdala in the

pathophysiology of both phenomena. The hypertrophy of

the amygdala might be due to structural rearrangements,

possibly secondary to the long-standing epileptic activity.38

As a consequence, the tissue gain of the amygdala might

correspond to a gain of function, therefore leading to more

chances that ictal apnea/SUDEP to occur.

Study limitations

Despite our novel findings, this study presents some limi-

tations. First, the number of participants is limited which

could be due to the relatively short study-period and to

strict inclusion criteria for patient recruitment. In particu-

lar, the number of extra-TLE patients with ICA is limited,

thus preventing us from performing a thorough electro-

clinical and imaging characterization of this population.

In this scenario, our findings of a greater amygdala vol-

umes in ICA-TLE patients need to be verified by further

studies including a higher number of extra-TLE patients.

Second, the absence of correlation with clinical variables

needs to be interpreted with caution given the small study

population. Of note, however, this finding could be of

interest to better understand the pathophysiology of

apnea phenomena. The amygdalar volume increases can

represent indeed a biomarker per se independently of any

other clinical factor and, in particular, of apnea severity.

Overall, our data support the need of larger multicenter

studies to overcome these limitations and provide further

evidence supporting these novel results.
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Figure S1. Segmentation and sub-segmentation algo-

rithms of subcortical structures.

Table S1. Clinical details of noICA cohort.

Table S2. Non-significant structural morphometric com-

parison of bilateral amygdala subnuclei among patient

groups and controls.

Table S3. Morphometric comparison of lateral ventriculi,

basal ganglia, and cerebellum among patient groups and

controls.

Table S4. Morphometric comparison of bilateral hippo-

campi’s subfields among patient groups and controls.

Table S5. Morphometric comparison of bilateral thalamic

subnuclei among patient groups and controls.

Table S6. Morphometric comparisons of brainstem sub-

structures among patient groups and controls.

Appendix: ICA is a frequent clinical correlate of

focal seizures, particularly involving the temporal lobe

and limbic network. According to the literature, the

amygdala appears to play a key role in giving rise to the

apneic response. Our findings on neuroimaging data sup-

port what has already been demonstrated about the

involvement of the basolateral complex ipsilateral to the

EZ, also suggesting that the volume increase of this spe-

cific amygdalar subregion could be a distinctive hallmark

of ICA in patients with epilepsy. The identification of

valuable biomarkers of ictal autonomic manifestations is

needed for a more accurate stratification of the

SUDEP risk.
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